
Question Bank/ English Text/ Third Stage 
 

Q1- Translate the following Texts from English into Kurdish. 
 

1-The Neo-Assyrian Empire  Beginning with the accession of Adad-

nirari II in 911 BC, the Neo-Assyrian Empire grew to dominate 

the ancient Near East throughout much of the 8th and 7th centuries BC, 

becoming the largest empire in history. Because of its geopolitical 

dominance and ideology based in world domination, the Neo-Assyrian 

Empire is by many researchers regarded to have been the first world 

empire in history. It influenced other empires of the ancient world 

culturally, and governmentally.  

2-. Ashurnasirpal's campaigns reached as far as the Mediterranean and he 

also oversaw the transfer of the imperial capital from the traditional city 

of Assur to the more centrally located Nimrud. Under the Sargonid 

king Sennacherib (r. 705–681 BC), the capital was transferred 

to Nineveh. The unprecedented success of the Neo-Assyrian Empire was 

not only due to its ability to expand but also, and perhaps more 

importantly, its ability to efficiently incorporate conquered lands into its 

administrative system. As the first of its scale, the empire saw various 

military, civic and administrative innovations. 

 

3- The first half of the epic concerns the adventures of Gilgamesh and 

Enkidu. They conquer and kill the monster Humbaba, who the gods had 

set over the Forest of Cedar. Gilgamesh rejects Ishtar/Inanna when she 

tries to seduce him. In revenge, Ishtar asks the god Enlil for the Bull of 

Heaven, with which to attack Gilgamesh. However, Gilgamesh and 

Enkidu kill the Bull, which angers all the gods. The gods decide to punish 

Gilgamesh by the death of Enkidu. 

 

 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adad-nirari_II
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adad-nirari_II
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ancient_Near_East
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_largest_empires
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_domination
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_empire
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_empire
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Assur
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nimrud
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sennacherib
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nineveh


. Kurdishto inTranslate the following words  -Q2 

 
1- Levant         2-Immortality    3-Epic     4- Elite          5- Survived         6-
Cereals  
7- Crops      8- Harsh constraints       9-Cultivation     10-Maintenance      11-
Barly 

12-Sophisticated    13-Reeds banks    14-Marshes       15-Date palms. 
 

 
 
 
 

Translate the following words to English.  -3Q 
 

A/ 
  - 5بیابانێکی فراوان      - 4   خواوەند  - نیمچە--3پێشبرکێی جەستەیی    -2ی   ن یقور  ییختاەت -1

 کۆشکی شاهانە 
 

B/ 
 ماف  - 5          کانە نداوە ب-  4     ئاودیرى  - 3     لافاو  -    2 دەریاچە -1

 
 
 

Q4- Fill in the blanks with the correct word from the list below:   
 

In the………., important innovations included a large-scale use of 

……… and new siege warfare techniques. Techniques first adopted by 

the Neo-Assyrian army would be used in later …… for millennia. To 

……. the issue of communicating over vast distances, the empire 

developed a sophisticated state communication system, using 

relay……… and well-maintained roads. 
 
 

(solve, military, cavalry, stations, warfare) 

 
 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Date_palm


words into Kurdish in the following  underlineTranslate the  -5Q

text.  

The unprecedented success of the Neo-Assyrian Empire was not only due 

to its ability to expand but also, and perhaps more importantly, its ability 

to efficiently incorporate conquered lands into its administrative system. 

As the first of its scale, the empire saw various military, civic and 

administrative innovations    In the military, important innovations 

included a large-scale use of cavalry and new siege warfare techniques. 

 

 

 
   

 
 
 
 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Siege_warfare

